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A NOTE ON THE OPERATOR X -» AX - XBl

BY

L. FIALKOW

Abstract. If A and B are bounded linear operators on an infinite dimen-

sional complex Hubert space %, let t(X) = AX - XB (X in £(0C)). It is
proved that <j(t) = <j(t|C¡,) (1 < p < oo), where, for 1 < p < oo, Cp is the

Schatten /»-ideal, and Cx is the ideal of all compact operators in £(9C).

Analogues of this result for the parts of the spectrum are obtained and

sufficient conditions are given for t to be injective. It is also proved that if A

and B are quasisimilar, then the right essential spectrum of A intersects the

left essential spectrum of B.

1. Introduction. Let & denote a complex Banach algebra with identity and

for fixed elements A and 5 in & let r = r(A, B) denote the operator on &

defined by r(X) = AX - XB (X in &). In [19] M. Rosenblum proved that

<t(t) c a(A) - a(B) = [a - ß: a in a(A), ß in a(B)},

with equality in case & is the algebra of all bounded linear operators on a

Banach space. Several authors have subsequently studied conditions on A

and 5 which insure that r is injective or surjective, and the purpose of this

note is to give additional results concerning the parts of the spectrum of r.

Let % denote a complex, separable, infinite dimensional Hilbert space and

let £(0C) (= &) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on %. For

A and 5 in £(3C), Davis and Rosenthal [5] proved that t(4 5) is surjective if

and only if as(A) n on(B) = 0, and that r is bounded below if and only if

an(A) n os(B) = 0 (see below for notation). In §3 we give several reformu-

lations of these results which show that the spectral properties of r are closely

related to the spectral properties of the restrictions of r to certain norm ideals

in £(%), such as the compact operators %(%), the trace class (TC), and the

intermediate Schatten p-ideals Cp (1 < p < oo). We prove that

c(t) = a(r\%(%)) = o(r\(TC)) = <x(t|C,).

In particular, the following conditions are equivalent: (i) r is surjective; (ii)
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148 L. FIALKOW

r\%(%) is surjective; (iii) t|(FC) is surjective; (iv) the range of r contains

5C(0C); additionally, we obtain analogous equivalent conditions for the case

when t is bounded below.

We also study spectral properties of r(A, B) when A and 5 are quasisimilar

operators on %. Recall that A and 5 are quasisimilar if there exist operators

X and Y, both of which are injective and have dense range, such that

AX = XB and Y A = BY [12]. Similar operators are quasisimilar and have

equal spectra; thus if A and 5 are similar, then r(A, B) is not surjective since

da(A) c as(A) n ow(B). It is known that quasisimilar operators may have

different spectra [12], but in [8] and [24] it was proved that the essential

spectra of quasisimilar operators intersect. In Theorem 2.1 we sharpen this

result by proving that if A and 5 are quasisimilar, then the right essential

spectrum of A intersects the left essential spectrum of 5. Thus r(A, B) is not

surjective, and these results give further evidence of the strength of the

quasisimilarity relation.

An ordered pair of operators (A, B) is said to form a disjoint pair in case

r(A, B) is injective [3], [6], [7]. Interest in disjoint pairs arises in part from the

fact that if r(A, B) is injective, then % © {0} is a hyperinvariant subspace for

each operator on % © % whose operator matrix is of the form ($ *). If A

and 5 have disjoint spectra then clearly (A, 5) and (5, A) are disjoint pairs,

but the converse is false. In [7] Douglas and Pearcy gave necessary and

sufficient conditions for two normal operators to form a disjoint pair; they

gave an example of a diagonalizable normal operator A and a normal

operator without eigenvalues 5 such that (A, B) and (5, A) are disjoint pairs

and a(A) = a(B). In §4 we extend this example as follows: t(4 5) has no

eigenvalues if A is a hyponormal operator without eigenvalues or a spectral

operator whose scalar part has no eigenvalues, and if 5 is such that % is

spanned by the linear manifolds (x: ||(5 - A/xH1/" -»0} (X in Ç); we give

several examples of such operators.

We conclude this section with some terminology and notation. For an operator

T on a Banach space, a(T), a„(T), and as(T)  denote, respectively, the

spectrum, approximate point specrum, and approximate defect spectrum of T, i.e.

as(T) = [X: T - X is not surjective}.

If A is an operator on %, then Ä denotes the image of A under the canonical

mapping of £(%) onto the Calkin algebra £(%)/%(X)^Thus r(A, B)

induces an operator f on the Calkin algebra by f (X) = r(X). We let rK

denote the restriction of t to %(%). For T in £(%), ae(T) denotes the

essential spectrum of T; ale(T) and ore(T) denote, respectively, the left and

right essential spectra of T [16]. An operator F is a spectral operator if it has a

spectral measure; T is spectral if and only if T = S + Q, where S, called the

scalar part of T, is similar to a normal operator, and Q is a auasinilpotent
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operator that commutes with S; this canonical decomposition is unique [4],

[12]. For an operator F we let

911(F) = {xinX: \\T"x\\l/n-^0};

thus T is quasinilpotent if and only if 911(F) = % [4, Lemma, p. 28].

The author is grateful to B. Moore, III and E. A. Nordgren for the

opportunity to attend part of the N.S.F. Operator Theory Institute held at the

University of New Hampshire during the summer of 1976. At this conference,

P. Rosenthal suggested to the author several questions that are studied in this

paper, and, in particular, he conjectured Theorem 2.1. For this and other

assistance (indicated below) the author is most appreciative.

2. On the essential spectra of quasisimilar operators. In this section we give

the following refinement of the results of [8] and [24].

Theorem 2.1. If A and B are quasisimilar, then ale(B) n ore(A) i= 0 and

(by symmetry) ale(A) n ore(B) ¥= 0.

The outlines of the proof are modeled after the proof given in [8]. We will

divide the proof into a sequence of lemmas dealing with special cases

depending on the topological properties of the spectra of A and 5. We note

that the cases we consider are not necessarily mutually exclusive.

Lemma 2.2. If A and B are quasisimilar, then ale(B) n o(A) i= 0.

Proof. If ale(B) is open in a(B), then since ale(B) is a nonempty closed

subset of a(B), the result follows from [8, Theorem 2.5]. If ale(B) is not open

in a(B), there exists / in a,e(B) and {r„}"=1 C a(B) \ a!e(B) such that t„ -» t.

Since for each n, B — tn is left invertible but 5 — tn is not invertible, either

ker(5 - tn) or ker((5 — /„)*) ¥= {0}. Since A is quasisimilar to 5, each t„ is in

a (A), and thus t is in ale(B) n o (A).

Lemma 2.3. // A and B are quasisimilar and Z = ok(B) n o(A), then

Z£oe(A)\<>re(A)-

Proof. Let U = ae(A)\ are(A) and suppose Z c U; since Z is closed and

U is open there exists t in U\Z. Since t E U c a (A), then t & ale(B), and

thus B — t has finite dimensional null space. Now t EU implies that A — t

is semi-Fredholm with index(^4 — /) = + oo. In particular, dim ker(5 — /) =

dim ker04 — t) = + oo, and this contradiction completes the proof.

We will use results from [16] concerning essential spectra and semi-Fred-

holm operators; some of these results were summarized in [8, Lemma 2.7], to

which we will refer. Let X denote a nonempty, bounded, open, connected

subset of the plane; let Gll(X) denote the unbounded component of the

complement of the closure of X, and let ß(X) = bdry(%(A")); note that
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ß(X) cbdryOT) and that ß(X) is connected [8]. In particular, if F is in

£(%) and ß(X) c a(T) \ ae(T), then the connectedness of ß(X) implies that

ß(X) is contained in some component H of C\ oe(T); since ß(X) is un-

countable, [8, Lemma 2.7] implies that H is a hole in ae(T).

Lemma 2.4. If A and B are quasisimilar and if there is a hole HQ in ae(A)

such that H0 c a(A), then ale(B) n ore(A) ¥= 0.

Proof. We will give a proof by contradiction. Assuming a!e(B) and are(A)

are disjoint we will obtain two sequences {H¡)¡>0 and {K¡)i>x such that the

following properties are satisfied:

(i) H¡ is a hole in ae(A)> ß(H,) C are(A) (i > 0);

(ii) K¡ is a hole in oe(B); ß(AV) c ale(B) (i > 0);

(iii)/?(HJ c Ki+X, ß(Ki+x) c Hi+X (i > 0);
(iv) %(Hi)~ c %(Ki), VIM)- c %(//,_,) (i > 1);
(v) A, n A} = 0, H¡ nHj = 0 for all i ¥= j.
Let us first show how to use the above sequences to obtain a contradiction.

The idea of the proof is that the sequence Hx, K2, H2, K3,... is a sequence

of "annular" domains contained in a common bounded set, and in which

adjacent terms "overlap". This will allow us to obtain a common limit point

for {ß (H¡)} and { ß(A,)}, which will thus be a point in ole(B) n are(A). To

be precise, conditions (iii) and (iv) imply that 5 (//,-) n ß(Hj) = 0 for / ¥=j.

Let {h¡} (i > 0) be a sequence (of necessarily distinct points) with h¡ in ß(H¡).

Let h¡k -» h be a convergent subsequence; (i) implies that h is in are(A). Since

ik > /*_!, (iv) implies that

%(/y c °lL(Kik) c %(Hik.x) c • • • c <Ü,(/ft_,);

if L denotes the line segment from h¡k to h¡k, it follows that L contains a

point git from ß(Kik). Clearly gk^>h, and (ii) now implies that A is in

aie(B) H ffre(^)> which is a contradiction.

It remains to prove the existence of the H¡'s and A,'s satisfying (i)-(v)- We

repeat our assumption that ale(B) and o-re04) are disjoint. Since H0 c a(A),

then H0 c a(B) and so

ß(H0) c bdry(#0) n <r(5) c bdry(a£04)) n a(B)

C aw(^) n 0(5) c a(20 \ o„(B) = (a(Ä) \ ae(5)) U (a,(B) \ ale(B)).

We claim that ß(H0) n K(5) \ a!e(B)) = 0; for otherwise, since ae(B)\

ale(B) is open, there is a point t in (ae(5) \ a,e(B)) n /^0- Thus 5 — / is

semi-Fredholm with index (5 — r) = — oo, while A — tis Fredholm, and this

contradicts the assumption that A and 5 are quasisimilar.

Now ß(H0) c o(B) \ oe(5), and the remarks following Lemma 2.3 imply

that there exists a hole AT, in o-e(5) such that 5(//0) C Kx; a connectedness

argument implies that ^(KJ* c %(i/0)-
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Since ß(H0) is an uncountable subset of a(B), the remarks after Lemma 2.3

imply that AT, c o(B) (whence AT, c a(B) n a(A)) and that

ß(Kx) c bdry(ae(5)) n a (A) C ole{B) n o(^)

C o(¿) \ o„(A) = (a(¿) \ oe(A)) U (a.(^) \ o„04)).

Using an argument analogous to that above, it follows that ß(A",) and

ae(A) \ are(A) are disjoint, and thus ß(A",) c a(A) \ ae(A). Now ß(A",) is an

uncountable connected subset of ae(B); thus, as above, there exists a hole Hx

in ae(A) such that ß(A?,) c HX,%(HX)~ c%(AT,),and (using a connectedness

argument as in the proof of [8, Lemma 2.9]), Hx and H0 are disjoint. The

above procedure may now be used inductively to define the sequences

satisfying (i)-(v).

Lemma 2.5. If A and B are quasisimilar and if there exists an infinite

sequence {zn} of distinct isolated points of a (A) such that ker(A — z„) or

ker(04 - z„)*) *= {0} for each n, then ore(A) n a!e(B) ^ 0.

Proof. Since A and 5 are quasisimilar, {z„} c o(B), and we can assume

that zn -> z. Since z is a limit point of isolated points of bàry(o(A)), [16,

Corollary 1.26] implies that z is in are(A). Clearly z is in a(B) and we claim

that z is in a,e(B). If 5 — z is left invertible but not invertible, then 5 - w is

semi-Fredholm with index(5 — w) = — oo for all w in some disk D centered

at z; now D do (A), which contradicts the assumption that the z„'s are

isolated in o(A). Thus, if 5 — z is left invertible, then z is in a(5) \ ae(B).

Since z is a limit point of a(B), [8, Lemma 2.7] implies that there is an open

disk Dx centered at z such that 5 — w or (5 — w)* is noninjective for each w

in Z>j. Thus Dx c o (A), which again contradicts the fact that the z„'s are

isolated in a (A); now the proof is complete.

The following result is a slightly stronger version of [8, Lemma 2.11]; we

will omit the proof, since it is very similar to that of the latter result.

Lemma 2.6. LetA,B, and X be in £(%), with X injective and AX = XB. Let

H be a component ofC\ oe(A) and let K be a nonempty closed-and-open subset

ofa(B). IfKcHandKn oe(B) =£ 0, then H C a(A).

Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 2.4 we may assume that if there is a

hole H in ae(A), then H ¡2 a(A), for otherwise the proof is complete. We may

also assume from [8, Lemma 2.7] and Lemma 2.5 that H n o~04) is at most

finite, and that if K is the unbounded component of C \ oe(A), then K n

a (A) is at most finite. Let X = aie(B) n a (A); Lemma 2.2 implies that X is

nonempty, and we must prove that X r\ ore(A) (= ole(B) n ore(A)) is

nonempty. If X n ore(A) = 0, then by Lemma 2.3 there is a component H of

C \ oe(A) such that X n H =£ 0; the preceding remarks imply that H n

a (A) is a finite set.
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Since

(a!e(B) n H)~nbdry(H) c ale(B) n ore{A) = 0,

there is an open set U such that a,e(B) n H c Í/ c £/~ C J/; in particular,

y = a/e(5) n H is a closed subset of a(B). We claim that Y is also an open

subset of a(B); for otherwise there is an infinite sequence of distinct points

{z„} c o(B) \ Y such that zn -» z, where z is some point in Y. By excluding

at most a finite number of points, we have {z„} c U c H, and thus each z„

is in a(B) \ a,e(B) c o(A). Thus {z„} c oO4) n #, which contradicts the fact

that # n o(A) is finite. Now y is a nonempty closed-and-open subset of

a(B), and since Y c ole(B) c ^(5), Lemma 2.6 implies that H c o04)- This

again contradicts the fact that H n a(A) is finite; thus X n o„>04) ¥"0, and

the proof is complete.

Remark. In [8] it was proven that if A and 5 are quasisimilar, then the

spectrum of each invariant part of A intersects the spectrum of 5; in

particular, each nonempty closed-and-open subset of a (A) intersects a(B). In

[25] we gave an example to show that the essential spectrum of a part of A

may be disjoint from ae(B). However, we are unable to resolve the question,

also raised by Williams [24]: If A and 5 are quasisimilar, does each nonempty

closed-and-open subset of ae(A) intersect ae(B)1 In view of Theorem 2.1, one

may also ask whether each nonempty closed-and-open subset of are(A)

intersects ole(B). One limiting factor in the preceding spectral intersection

theorems is the known result that the boundaries of the spectra (and the

boundaries of the essential spectra) of quasisimilar operators may be disjoint

[12].

3. Parts of the spectrum. In this section we study relationships between the

parts of the spectra of r. f, and r\Cp (1 < p < oo). We state for reference

several results of [5], [15] and [19].

Theorem 3.1 (Rosenblum [19]). (i) a(r) c a(A) - a(B); (ii) if r - z is

invertible, then

(t - z)-\X) - X Jy - z - wy*X(w - 5)-1 dw

for each X in 6E (where y is a suitable contour independent of X).

Theorem 3.2 (Kleinecke [15], [19]). If & = £(%), where % is a Banach
space, then a(r) = a(A) — a(B).

In the sequel, unless otherwise noted, DC is a separable infinite dimensional

Hubert space and â = £(%).

Theorem 3.3 (Davis and Rosenthal [5]). (i) an(r) = o„(A) - as(B); (ii)

os(r) - as(A) - o„(B).
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Before proceeding to characterize the parts of the spectrum of f, we note

that Theorem 3.2 does not apply when & is the Calkin algebra, since the

Calkin algebra is not algebraically isomorphic to £(%) for any Banach space

%. To see this, we rely on the following lemma.

Lemma 3.4. If S is in £(%) and f: £(%) -> C is a function such that

STS - f(T)S is compact for each T in £(%), then S is compact.

Proof. The hypothesis implies that S*S(TS*)S - f(TS*)S*S is compact

for each operator T. Let P = S*S, let g(T) = f(TS*), and let y = g(ly).
Since PTP - g(T)P is compact, then P2 - yP = 0, and the spectral

mapping theorem for elements of the Calkin algebra implies that ae(P) =

a(P) c {0, y). If oe(P) = (0, y) and y^O, then there exists an orthogonal

decomposition % = DC, © %¿, with %x and %2 infinite dimensional, such

that if Q = 0% © y • 1^, then Q - P is compact. Thus QTQ - g(T)Q is
compact for each operator T, and by considering T of the form 0%i © R (R

in £(%2)), it follows that y25 - g(T)y is compact for every R, which is

impossible. A similar argument also shows that ae(P) ¥= {y}; thus ae(P) =

{0} and so ||P|| = r(P) = 0. Since P is compact, so is S, and the proof is

complete.
Suppose now that 9C is a Banach space and that <p: £(9C)-»6E (=

£(%)/%(%)) is an algebraic isomorphism. Let x be a nonzero vector in %,

let/in %* be such that/(x) * 0, and define R in £(%) by R(y) = f(y)x. A
calculation shows that RTR = f(T(x))R for each Tin £(%), and thus

<p(R)<p(T)cp(R)=f(T(x))<p(R).

If S = <p(R), then S is noncompact, and since <p is surjective, it follows that

STS — f(<p~l(f)(x))S is compact for each operator T, which contradicts

Lemma 3.4. (We are grateful to P. Rosenthal for suggesting that we use the

identity 5.77? = f(T(x))R.)
Despite the inapplicability of Theorem 3.2 to the setting of the Calkin

algebra, the direct analogues of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 for f are still valid, as

we will show presently. Thus, one might conjecture that these results hold

more generally in the setting of C*-algebras, but we now show that this is not

the case.
Example 3.5. Let A = l% © 0 and let 5 = 0 © l% acting on % © %. Let

& C £(3C © %) denote the (commutative) C*-algebra with identity gener-

ated by A and 5, i.e. â = {al%® ßl%: a, ß EC). It is clear that

a(r(A,B)) = a(A) - a(B) = {-1,0, 1}.

On the other hand it is easily verified that a(r\&) ■» { — 1, 1} and a^A) =

aa(5) = {0, 1}, so that a(r\&) ¥> a¿A) - a¿B). Thus Theorem 3.2 (and

similarly Theorem 3.3) fails for C*-algebras and (since & is weakly closed)
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even for commutative von Neumann algebras.

Recall that if T is in £(%), then a is in a,e(T) if and only if there exists an

infinite rank projection Tla such that (T - a)T,a is compact; thus ß is in

are(T) if and only if there exists an infinite rank projection Trß such that

Trß(T — ß) is compact. It is clear that if P and Q are infinite rank

projections, then there is a partial isometry V such that PVQ is noncompact.

Theorem 3.6. a(r) = ae(A) - ae(B).

Proof. Theorem 3.1 applied to the Calkin algebra implies that a(r) c

ae(A) - ae(B). For the reverse inclusion let a E ae(A) and ß G ae(B).

Motivated by the proof of Theorem 3.2, we consider several cases for the

locations of a and ß.

(i) a G a,e(A), ß G are(B). Let F be a partial isometry such that W =

AlaVBrß is noncompact. Since (A — a)W — W(B — ß) is compact, f — (a

— ß) is noninjective.

(ii) a E a,e(A), ß E ale(B). Let F be a partial isometry such that W =

AlaVBlß is noncompact. If f — (a — ß) is invertible, let X be such that

(f'-(a-ß))0£) = i/)aF.Now

(f - (a - ß))((i -a)X) - (i -a)AUaV = 0,

and thus (Ä — a)X - 0. Since

W - ((Ä -a)X -X(B -ß))Blß - (i -a)XBKß = 0,

we have a contradiction.

(iii) a G ore(A), ß E aIe(B). Let F be a partial isometry such that W =

AraVB,ß is noncompact. If f — (a — ß) is surjective, let X be such that

(f- (a - ß))(X) = V; now

W = Är,a({Ä -a)X -X(B -ß))5/>/3 = 0,

which is a contradiction.

(iv) a E are(A), ß E are(B). Let F be a partial isometry such that W =

Ara VBrß is noncompact. If f — (a — ß) is invertible, choose X such that

(f- (o - ß))(X) = VBrß; note that

(f - (a - ß))(X(B -ß)) = ((f - (a - ß))(X))(B -ß)

= VBrtß(B-ß) = 0.

Thus A1 (5- ß) = 0andso

IF = ir>a((i -a)Ä -Ä(5 -ß)) = 0,

which is a contradiction.

Let & and % denote the operators on the Calkin algebra defined by

&(X) m ÀX and <$>(X) = XÉ.
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Lemma 3.7. (i) o,(&) = ale(A); (ii) a„($) = are(B); (iii) as(&) = are(A);

(iv) os(<&) = ole(B).

Proof. We prove only parts (i) and (iii) since the other parts follow in an

analogous fashion.

(i) If a G a,e(A), then (Ä - a)Äla = 0, so a G op(&) and thus ate(A) c

on(&); the reverse inclusion is clear.

(iii) If a G are(A), then Ära(Ä - a) = 0. If X is an operator such that

(Ä — a)X = Ära, then 0 = Ara(Ä — a)X = Ä2a = Ära, which is a contra-

diction. Thus are(A) C as(&), and the reverse inclusion follows readily.

Theorem 3.8. (i) aw(r) = op(r) = ale(A) - are(B); (ii) as(r) = are(A) -

°<ÁB).

Proof, (i) Theorem 2 of [5] and Lemma 3.7 imply that

0,(7) C aw(&) - a.(®) = ale(A) - are(B).

The proof of Theorem 3.6(i) shows that

o,e{A) - are(B) C ap(r) C a„(r),

and (i) follows, (ii) Corollary 1 of [5] and Lemma 3.7 imply that

°S(ï) C os(&) - o-s(®) = are(A) - ale(B);

the reverse inclusion is proved in Theorem 3.6(iii).

Corollary 3.9. If A and B are quasisimilar, then there exist noncompact

operators X and Y such that AX — XB and BY — Y A are compact.

Proof. Theorem 2.1 implies that a,e(A) n ore(B) and are(A) n o,e(B) are

nonempty, so the result follows from Theorem 3.8(i).

Remark. The following question was suggested to the author by P.

Rosen thai; this question motivated our interest in Theorem 2.1 and the

preceding corollary.

Question 3.10. If A and 5 are quasisimilar, do there exist noncompact

quasiaff inities X and Y such that AX = XB and BY = Y At

An affirmative answer to this question (together with Theorem 3.8) would

imply Theorem 2.1 as an immediate corollary. From Corollary 3.9 there exist

compact operators L and M such that (i) AX — XB = L and (ii) BY — Y A

= M; it is natural to attempt to "lift" these equations to obtain a positive

solution to Question 3.10. If rK(A, B) is surjective, then there exists a

noncompact operator Xx such that AXX — XXB = 0, and a similar reduction

in (ii) can be made if rK(B, A) is surjective. However, as we remark below,

the assumption that A and 5 are quasisimilar implies that neither rK(A, B)

nor rK(B, A) is surjective. The next example shows that the one-sided version

of Question 3.10 has a negative answer.
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Example 3.11. If U is a unilateral shift of multiplicity one, then U is a

quasiaffine transform of a quasinilpotent operator Q[2]. Since ae(U) C\ ae(Q)

= 0, Theorem 3.8(i) implies that there exists no noncompact operator X such

that UX - XQ or QX - XUis compact.

We next give several conditions that are each equivalent to the surjectivity

of t. We begin with an example in which t is surjective (although not

necessarily invertible) and in which we may explicitly solve the equation
AX - XB = Y.

Example 3.12. Let L, R and T be in £(X) with LR = 1 and r(R)r(T) < 1.
For Y in £(%), the series X = 2"=0 Rn+lYT" converges in norm. Indeed,

since 8 = r(R)r(T) < 1, there is an integer N > 0 such that for n> N,

||/?"||I/"||r"||I/"< e = (1 + S)/2,

and thus
m m

2 ||5n+1y7"'||<|¡5|| ||y|| 2 e"   îoim>N.
n = N n = N

A calculation now shows that t(L, T)(X) = Y so that r = r(L, T) is surjec-

tive.

It is noteworthy that the restrictions of r to certain T-invariant norm ideals

in £(%) are also surjective. Thus if Y is compact, then clearly X is compact

and so rK is surjective. Let Y be trace class and let || ||, denote the trace norm

of a trace class operator; thus ||y|| < ||y||, and for A in £(%),

ih11!!,<hiifii. aQd ii™u.<iMiiimi.
[21, Lemma 8, p. 39]. Now

£ Rn+\YTn

n = N

m

2 \\Rn+iYTn\\x
n = N

<2 Fn+1IIFIIiFl<Fllimii 2*",
n = N n = N

and the completeness of the trace norm [21, p. 42] implies that X is trace

class. In particular, if (TC) denotes the ideal of all trace class operators on %

equipped with the trace norm, and T(7r) denotes the restriction of r to (TC),

then T(rc) is surjective.

In contrast to the above cases, the restriction of t(L, T) to the ideal of all

finite rank operators on % need not be surjective, even if r is invertible. To

see this, let {e„}"= _M denote an orthonormal basis for % and define L and T

as follows:

(i) Le„ = e„+x (-oo < n < oo);

(ii) Te„ - (l/n)e„_x, n>\; Te„ = (1/(2 - n))e„_x, n < 0.

L is unitary; since T is a compact injective weighted shift, T is quasinilpotent,
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and thus t(L, 7^ is invertible. Let Y denote the rank one projection onto the

subspace spanned by e0. A calculation shows that X = 2^=0 L*n+iYT" is

given by the following relations: Xen = 0 (n < 0), XeQ = e_x, and Xen =

(l/n\)e_„_x (n > 0). Thus X is not of finite rank, and since r is injective and

r(X) = y, it follows that the restriction of r to the finite rank operators is not

surjective.

The preceding example motivates the following basic result.

Theorem 3.13. The following are equivalent for r = r(A, B): (i) r is surjec-

tive; (ii) rK is surjective; (iii) T(rc) is surjective; (iv) the range of r contains

%(%).

We defer the proof briefly for a preliminary calculation. We recall from [21]

that %(%)* = (TC), where a trace class operator L is identified with the

functional fL(K) - trace(AX) (A" in %(%)). Further, (TC)* = £(%); an

operator T on % is identified with the functional gT(fL) = trace(7X) (L in

(TC)). Let A and 5 be in ñ(%); under the last identification, r(A, B)

corresponds to the operator T(gT) = gAT_TB. If r{TC)(A, B) denotes the

restriction of r to (TC), then T(rc) is bounded since \\AL - LB\\X < (||^4|| +

II5JDHLII! for L in (TC). If L is trace class and A"is compact, then

((rK(A, B))*(fL))(K) = fL(rK(A, B)(K)) = trace^A" - KB)L)

= trace((L*4 - BL)K) = (/^_SL)(A-),

and thus

t*04,5)*= -T(rc)(5,,4).

Now

((t*04, B)*Y(gT)){fL) = gT(rK(A, B)*(fL)) = gT(f^BL)

= trace(r(L/l - BL)) = trace(L(^T - TB))

= gAT-TB(fL) = (<A,B)(gT))(fL),

and thus

r(A, B) = rK(A, B)**.

We recall that for an operator T on a Banach space % we have the duality

av(T) = os(T*) and as(r) = <r„(r*) [20, Theorems 4.12-4.15]; these results

imply that os(T) = as(T**).

Proof of Theorem 3.13. Since t£* = r, an application of the identity

a&(T) — a&(T**) when T = rK yields the equivalence of (i) and (ii).

We next apply the duality theorem to T = — r(TC)(A, B); thus, r(TC)(A, B)

is surjective if and only if t(5, A) is bounded below, or equivalently (from

Theorem 3.3(i)), if o„(B) n as(A) = 0. Theorem 3.3(h) implies that the last
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condition is equivalent to t04, 5) being surjective, and thus (i) and (iii) are

equivalent.

Let Ax and Bx be any operators in £(%). Since rK(Ax, 5,)** = r(Ax, Bx),

[13, Corollary 1.2] implies that if <31(tk(Ax, 5,)) c *R,(t), then <H(r(Ax, Bx))

C &(t). If %(%) c &(t), then <&(rK(Ax, 5,)) C %(%) C &(t), and thus

*$i,(r(Ax, 5,)) c 91 (t) for all pairs of operators Ax and 5,. If we set Ax = 5„

it follows that 91(t) contains every commutator in £(%); since each operator

is the sum of two commutators [10, Corollary 2, p. 131], the proof is complete.

Acknowledgment. The author is grateful to J. P. Williams for directing

the author's attention to [13] and for suggesting our use of [13, Corollary 1.2]

in the present context.

Remark. Returning to the case when A and 5 are quasisimilar (cf.

Question 3.10), we may now show that rK(A, B) is never surjective. Indeed,

since t(5, A) is not injective then as(A) n o„(B) ¥= 0; thus r(A, B) is not

surjective and the result follows from Theorem 3.13.

Theorem 3.13 allows us to extend a result of [14]. Let T be an operator on

an «-fold copy of % with an upper triangular operator matrix (7)/)I<,i/<„, i.e.

Ty = 0 for 1 < j < i < n. It is proved in [14, Theorem 4] that if Txx and T„„

have disjoint spectra, then there exists a compact operator K such that

TK — KT is a rank one operator. The proof relies only on the fact that if

r(Txx, Tnn) is an invertible operator, then it maps %(%) onto itself. It follows

that the result of [14] is valid more generally whenever rK is surjective, i.e.,

os(Txx) n o„(T„„) =0; moreover, in this case, the operator K may be taken

to be trace class.

Using the duality theorem o„(T) = o„(T**) and the fact that r(A, B) is

bounded below if and only if t(5, A) is surjective, we have the following

analogue of Theorem 3.13 for the approximate point spectrum.

Proposition 3.14. The following are equivalent: (i) r is bounded below; (ii) rK

is bounded below; (iii) T(rc) is bounded below (with respect to the trace norm).

Corollary 3.15. o(t) = a(rK) = o(r^TC)).

Proof. Apply Theorem 3.13 and Proposition 3.14.

We next seek analogues of the preceding results for the Schatten /»-ideals Cp

equipped with thep-norm || 1^ (1 < p < oo) [21]. Thus C, is the trace class

and CM is %(H); since these two cases have just been discussed we restrict

attention to 1 < p < oo. We recall several well-known results from [21] and

[26]. Cp is complete in thep-norm and the ideal &, consisting of all finite rank

operators in £(%), isp-norm dense in Cp. If A and 5 are in £(%) and K is in

Cp, then PA5II, < \\A\\ ||A:y|5||; if AT is a rank one operator, then

\\K\\ = ||jq„. For 1/p + \/q = 1, we have C* = Cq. Clearly 5" and Cp are
invariant for r and we let r% and rp denote the respective restrictions of r to
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these ideals. We begin with another condition that is equivalent to r being

bounded below.

Lemma 3.16. r = t04, 5) is bounded below if and only if there exists a

constant M > 0 such that \\AX - XB\\ > M\\X\\ for each rank one operator

X.

Proof. If r is not bounded below, then from Theorem 3.3 there exists X in

aw(A) n os(5), and, in particular, (5 — X)* is not bounded below. For e > 0,

there exist vectors e and / such that ||e|| = ||/|| = 1, ||04 — X)e\\ < e, and

||(5 - a)*/II < e. Let e® f denote the rank one operator defined by (e ®

f)(x) = (x,f)e.Thtn

r(e ®/)(x) - (x,/)04 - X)e - (x, (5 - X)*f)e.

Thus for ||jc|| = 1,

||T(e ®/)(x)|| <\\(A - \)e|| + |(5 - X)*f\\< 2e,

and since \\e ® f\\ = 1, it follows that the restriction of r to the set of all rank

one operators is not bounded below. Since the converse is obvious, the proof

is complete.

Lemma 3.17. If rp is bounded below (with respect to || ||p), then r is bounded

below.

Proof. If X is in Cp, then ||*||p = || \X\ \\p, where |X| = (X*X)1'2 [21]. If
X is a rank one operator, then r(X) has rank < 2, so |t(-X")| is a positive

diagonalizable operator whose initial space has dimension < 2. It now

follows that

IK*)II„=II K*)l ll,< 2l/1 H*)\ «=2,/W)ll-

If M > 0 is such that HtCX")^ > Af ||A^||^, for X in Cp, then for each rank one

operator we have

||t(*)|| > 2-^\\r(X)\\p> 2-,/*M||X||p= 2'UW|Z|.

Thus t is bounded below on the rank one operators, and the result follows

from Lemma 3.16.

Lemma 3.18. If rp is surjective, then r is surjective.

Proof. Since rp is surjective, r*, acting on Cq, is bounded below; under the

correspondence of C* with Cq, [26, Theorem 12.3, p. 132] implies r* =

— t?(5, A). Lemma 3.17 now implies that r(B, A) is bounded below and the

proof is completed by an application of Theorem 3.3(i), (ii).

Corollary. 3.19. a(r) c a(rp).
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Proof. If rp is bounded below and onto, the preceding two lemmas imply

that t is invertible.

Theorem 3.20. a(r) = a(rp).

Proof. It remains to show that a(rp) c a(r). If we assume that r — X is

invertible, then clearly rp — X is injective, and we will use Rosenblum's

resolvent formula (Theorem 3.1(h)) to show that rp — X is surjective. We may

assume X = 0; if X is in Cp we must show that r~ '(A") is also in Cp, where

t~ w=¿ fy - *>"*<* - *rl dz-

In this integral, the contour y separates o(A) from a(B) and is disjoint from

both; in particular, the resolvents (A — z)~l and (z — 5)-1 are uniformly

continuous on y. Moreover, y is composed of a finite number of closed

rectifiable Jordan curves, no two of which intersect [19]. For simplicity of

notation (and with no loss of generality in the following argument) we assume

there is only one curve, of finite length L, and parameterized continuously by

{z(t): 0 < t < 1}.

For n > 0, let P„ denote a partition of [0, 1] into 2" equal subintervals, and

let R„ denote the corresponding Riemann sum of r~\X) using left-hand

endpoints, i.e.

K = 2 (A - hYxx(zk - 5)-'(4+1 - 4),
k=0

where zk = z(k/(2")) (0 < k < 2" - 1). Now ||5„ - r~\X)\\ -*0, and since

Cp is complete and ||A"|| < \\K\\p for each K in Cp, it suffices to verify that

{R„} is Cauchy in Cp.

For m> n,Pm refines P„; for each k, 0 < k < 2" - 1, let the points in Pm

between (k/2n) and ((k + l)/2") be labelled

r, - Jfe/2" < h < • - • < /,_, < r, = (* + l)/2".

Let z-, = z(r,), 1 < i < í. Then in the sum for Rn, the term

Rn¡k = (A- zkylX(zk - B)-\z~k+x - zk)

may be rewritten as

(A - z-ky1X(z~k - B)-\(zs - zs_x) + ■ ■ • + (z2 - zx)),

and this term may be compared to

Sm,k = 2 (A - Zi)~lX(Zi - B)-\zi+x - z()
i = i

in the sum for Rm. Thus
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\\Sm,k ~~ RnA\p

<2 im - *<r!*fo - *)_1 - c¿ - i*)"1*ä - *)_IlU*i+i - z>\-
i = l

Now

¡04 - Zi)-'X{Zi - 5)-1 - (¿ - zkylX(zk - B)-\

<\(A - z,ylX(Zi - 5)"1 - (¿ - *,)-'*& - B)-\

+ \(A - ^Xft - P)'' '{A- ~zk)~'X{zk - B)-\

<\\(A - z,.)"1! \\X\\p\{Zi - By1 - (4 - 5)-1!

+ |M - *<)"' - (¿ - 4)"1 |Rj(4 - B)-%
Due to the uniform continuity of the resolvents (A — z(t))~l and (z(t) —

B)~l on [0, 1], given e > 0, there exists N > 0, such that for jm > n > N, zk

and each z(. are so close that the right-hand side of the last inequality is less

than e/L. Thus

F„a-5n,4,<2 f |*i+i-*<|

and it follows that

II*« - *A=
2"-l

2j   \Sm,k ~ R-n,k)
k = 0

2"-l

where LA is the length of the arc determined by zk and zk+x. Since the last

sum is less than e, {R„} is Cauchy in Cp and the proof is complete.

Remark. The preceding results suggest some interesting questions that we

hope to pursue elsewhere:
(i) Are the converses of Lemmas 3.17 and 3.18 true? In the case of Example

3.12 it is readily seen that rp is surjective.

(ii) If the range of r contains Cp, is r surjective?
(iii) If % is surjective, is r surjective? If the range of r contains f, is r

surjective? (Cf. the last part of Example 3.12.)
Recall that a Banach space operator T has dense range if and only if T* is

injective; moreover, if T* has dense range, then T is injective [20, pp. 94-96].

These considerations give the following result.

Corollary 3.21.(i) t(TC)(5, A) has dense range if and only if r(A, B) is

injective; (ii) T(rc)(5, A) is injective if and only if rK(A, B) has dense range;

(iii) t(7-c)(5, A) is injective ifr(A, B) has dense range; (iv) rK(A, 5) is injective

if T(rc)(5, A) has dense range.
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4. Unique solutions to AX - XB = Y. In this section we give several

diverse sufficient conditions for r to be injective or to have no eigenvalues.

We begin with an analogue of Example 3.12.

Proposition 4.1. IfLR = \ and r(L)r(T) < 1, then r = r(R, T) is bound-

ed below; moreover, ifr(X) is in a norm ideal $-, then so is X.

Proof. If X and Y are operators such that RX = XT + Y, then X = LXT

+ LY, and repeated substitution gives the identity

71-1

X = L"XT" + 2 Li+1YP.
i=0

Since r(L)r(T) < 1, it follows, as in the proof of Example 3.12, that X =

1.?Lo L'+lYT' (uniform convergence). Thus r is injective, and clearly X is in

5- if y is. That t is actually bounded below follows from the inequality

Fii<(|oF,+,iiiini)iiT(^)ii

(where the series again converges because r(L)r(T) < 1).

Corollary 4.2. If R is bounded below and Q is quasinilpotent, then

r s t(5, Q) is bounded below and t~'($-) C $-.

Lemma 4.3. Let T and S be in £(%). Let X and Tx be operators such that

TXX = XT, X is injective, and 911 (7^ - a) = {0}; let Y and Sx be operators

such that SY = YSX, Y has dense range, and 91L(5, - ß)~ = %. Then

r(T, S) — (a — ß) is injective.

Proof. Let Z be an operator such that (r- a)Z = Z(S - ß); then

(Tx - a)XZY = XZY(SX - ß). For a vector t in 911(5, - ß),

|(Ii - a)nXZYt\f/n = \\XZY(Sx - ß)"tf"->0;

since <Ül(Tx - a) = {0}, XZYt = 0, and thus ZYt = 0. Since <%l(S - ß)

and the range of Y are dense, it follows that Z = 0, and the proof is complete.

Lemma 4.4. If T"x -» Ofor each x¥=0 and (x: S"x -+ 0} is dense in %, then

r(T, S) is injective.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.3.

Remark. The preceding lemma gives further evidence of the essential

arbitrariness of the spectra of operators comprising a disjoint pair. An

example of Sz.-Nagy and Foias, shows that there exists a contraction T

satisfying T"x -h> 0 and T*"x -t* 0 for each x =fc 0, whose spectrum is the

closed unit disk [23, p. 262]. Moreover, an operator 5 satisfies ^(Sy = %

if and only if S* is a quasiaffine transform of some compact quasinilpotent
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operator [2], and examples are given in [8] to show that the spectrum of such

an operator S can be any compact, connected subset of the plane that
contains the origin.

The proof of the following result is very similar to that of Lemma 4.3 and

will be omitted. In the sequel we will denote by 91 (T) the closed span

V\ec ^(T - A)- Since 9Mr - À) = {°} for each A £ o(T), it suffices to
take the span over X G a(T).

Lemma 4.5. If %(T) = {0} and 91(5) = %, then r(T, S) has no
eigenvalues.

Lemma 4.6. If T is a hyponormal operator in £(%), then 911(7' - X) = ker(r
- X) (X E Q.

Proof. For each X, T - X is hyponormal and [22] implies that 911 (T - X)

is a closed invariant subspace of T — X. Since \\(T — X)nx\\l/n -» 0 for each x

in 9H(r-X), [4, p. 28] implies that (T - X)|91L(r- X) is quasinilpotent,
and so ||(r - X)|91L(r - X)\\ = r((T - X)|91t(r - X)) = 0. Thus 9H(r - X)
C ker(T — X) and since the reverse inclusion is clear the proof is complete.

Lemma 4.7. If T is a hyponormal operator in £(%), then 91(7) = % if and

only if T is a diagonalizable normal operator.

Proof. The result follows from the preceding lemma and the fact that if T

is hyponormal, then T\(\/Xea(T) ker(r - X)) is normal [9, p. 12].

Lemma 4.8. Let S = J~ lNJ + Q denote the canonical decomposition of the

spectral operator S. Then 911(5 - X) = ker(7_1A/7 - X).

Proof. Since J ~ 1NJ commutes with Q, S is quasinilpotent equivalent to

J~lNJ, and thus 9£s(§) = 9C/->W(£) for each closed set f [4, Corollary 3.5,
p. 52]. Thus

911(5 - X) = 9t(7-W7 - X) = J-lcdl(N - X),

and Lemma 4.6 implies that

7-'9IL(A/ - X) = J-\er(N - X) = kerÇr^NJ - X).

Lemma 4.9. A spectral operator S satisfies 91(5) = % if and only if its scalar

part is similar to a diagonalizable normal operator.

Proof. Apply Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8.

Lemma 4.10. If S has finite spectrum, then 91(5) = %.

Proof. Let {X,,..., \} denote the distinct elements of o(S). The result is

clear if n = 1 since in this case 5 — X] is quasinilpotent. We give a proof by

induction on n; for n > 1 let E denote the spectral idempotent for 5
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associated with {\,}. Let J be an invertible operator such that F = J~XEJ is

an orthogonal projection; since 5 commutes with E, T = J~XSJ commutes

with F. Thus, with respect to the decomposition % = (F%) © (1 — F)%, T

is of the form T = A © 5; in particular, A is similar to S\E% and 5 is

similar to 5|(1 - E)%. From the Riesz decomposition theorem, a(A) = (Xx)

and 0(5) = {X2,.... X„}. By induction 91(5) = (1 - F)% and, clearly,

9H04 - X,) = F%. Thus

% = j% . J%(T) c yj'dliJ-iSJ - X) = 91(5),

and the proof is complete.

Remark. We are unable to characterize the class of operators 5 for which

91(5) = %, but we wish to make several observations in this connection.

Using [1, Proposition 3.3] it follows immediately that if 91(5) = %, then 5 is

quasitriangular. On the other hand, and in contrast to the preceding two

lemmas, there exists a compact operator T with countably infinite spectrum

such that %(T) i= %. Let {e„}"=0 denote an orthonormal basis for % and

let 5 be defined by

ReQ = 0,   Rea = (\/n)e0 + (l/n2)e„       (n > 1).

Let T = 5*; T is compact, a(T) = {0} U {1/n2}",,,, and a straightforward

calculation shows that 91t(r) = {0} and 9L(r- l/n2) = V {*„}• Thus
%(T) = Vr.i M ¥* %. We note also that since ker(5) - VW and

ker(5 - l/n2) = \/{e0 + (\/n)en) (n > 1), then 91(5) = %.

If there exists a finite set (X,,..., \) such that % ■ VíLi^í^ - X,),

there is little that can be said in general about the spectrum of T; indeed, as

remarked previously, there exist operators T, whose spectra are connected

and contain 0 but are otherwise arbitrary, such that 91t(7')~ = %. We next

show that there is a large class of operators for which the converse of Lemma

4.10 is valid. For a closed subset of the plane 5" and an operator T in £(%)

satisfying the single valued extension property, let %tC5) = {x E%: there

exists an analytic function /: C \ f -> % such that (T — a)f(a) = x) [4, p.

1]. An operator T is said to satisfy condition C if %T(<3) is closed for every

closed set ÍF [22]. All hyponormal operators [22] and all decomposable

operators (including normal operators, spectral operators, and operators with

countable spectrum) [4] satisfy condition C. It is known that 9Cj-({0}) =

91L(r) and it follows readily that ^({X}) - 91t(r - X).

Proposition  4.11.   Let   T be  an  operator satisfying property  C;   let

{X,.X,} be a finite sequence of distinct scalars such that % = \/"m,x'^\i(T

- X) and such that 91L,- = 91L(r - \) ¥= {0} for each i. Then a(T) =
(X„ ..., X,} and 91t(r — X) is equal to the Riesz subspace for T correspond-

ing to {\.}.
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Proof. Since T satisfies property C, each 91L(- = 9Cr({\}) is a closed

r-invariant subspace. Since ||(r - X)nx||I/n ->0 for each x in 9H,-, [4, p. 23]

implies that o-(r|9H,) = {X,-}. Since there are only finitely many X,'s and

% = V"-i^ji a theorem of D. A. Herrero [11, Theorem 2] implies that

a(T) = {Xx,..., X,}- Thus each X¡ is an isolated point of a(T), and [18, p.

424] implies that the Riesz subspace for T corresponding to the isolated point

X,. is 91L(r - \).
We now return to the question of the injectivity of r and we give our

extension of the example of Douglas and Pearcy mentioned in the Intro-

duction. Lemmas 4.5-4.10 yield the following result.

Theorem 4.12. Let T be a hyponormal operator with no eigenvalues or a

spectral operator whose scalar part has no eigenvalues. Then r(T, 5) has no

eigenvalues if S satisfies any of the following conditions: (i) a(S) is finite; (ii) 5

is a diagonalizable normal operator; (iii) S is a spectral operator whose scalar

part is similar to a diagonalizable normal operator; (iv) 91(5) = %.

Theorem 4.13. Let T be a hyponormal operator in £(%). Let S be an

operator and X a scalar such that 911(5 — X) i= {0}. Let A be in £(%) and let

R be the operator on % © % whose operator matrix is ($ *). Then R has a

proper hyperinvariant subspace or R is a scalar multiple of the identity.

Proof. Since for each scalar a, dim ker(5* — a) > dim ker(7* — a), we

may assume that 7^ has no eigenvalues; the hyponormality of T now implies

that Thas no eigenvalues. Now 911(5 — X)~ is a hyperinvariant subspace for

5, and we will show that this subspace is proper. Since 911(5 — X) ¥= {0} and

911(5 - X) © {0} c 911(5 - X),we have 911(5 - X) ¥= {0}. If a vector t © s
is in 911(5 — X), then a matrix calculation shows that s is in 9H(T — X).

Since, from Lemma 4.6, 9It(r - X) = ker(r - X) = {0}, we have s = 0, and

thus

{0} c 911(5-X)"= 91L(5-X)~©{0}^X©%,

which complete the proof.

Remark. Lemmas 4.7, 4.9, and 4.10 furnish examples of operators 5 for

which 91(5) = %. It follows from [18, p. 424] that if a(S) contains an

isolated point X, then 911(5 — X) =£ {0}. Thus Theorem 4.13 applies to any

operator 5 whose spectrum contains an isolated point, and, in particular, to

any operator 5 whose spectrum is countable.

We conclude this section by giving a sufficient condition for the injectivity

of r(T, 5) in the case when T or 5 is a spectral operator. The following result

was stated (without proof) in [8, Proposition 2.3].

Theorem 4.14. Let T, X, and S be in £(%) with S spectral and TX = XS or

XT = SX. Let E( ) denote the spectral measure of S. If E(a(T)) = 0, then
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X = 0, i.e. r(T, S) and r(S, T) are injective.

Proof. Suppose that TX = XS. Let {S„}"=0 denote a collection of

mutually disjoint Borel subsets of o(5) such that U ¡?=<Äi = a(S) \ a(T) and

Q- n a(r) = 0 for each n; e.g., let

§0 = {x G 0(5): dist(x, a(T)) > l},

and

§„ = {xE o(5): 1/ (m + 1) < dist(x, o(T)) < l/n}   for n > 1.

If 5„ = 5(S„), then FA^ = XSE„ = *5„5 [12, §2], and thus T(XE„\En%)
= (X£n|5n3í;)(5|£n3C). Since 0(5|5„3C) c S" and <è~ n ff(T) =0, an
application of a version of Rosenblum's Theorem [17, Theorem, §1] implies

that XE„\E„% = 0, and thus XEn = 0. Since a(S) = LCrA U (a(S) n
0(J)), and 5(0(7*)) = 0, the countable additivity of E( ) in the strong

operator topology [4, p. xvi] implies that v = S^Lo^^y for each y in %. Now

Xy = ^.qXEj = 0, and so X = 0.

If XT = 5Z, then T*X* = X*S*; if 5( ) denotes the spectral measure of

5*, then 5(0(7"*)) = E(a(T))* = 0, so the result follows from the previous

case.

Corollary 4.15. If a(T) is countable and N is a normal operator with no

eigenvalues in a(T), then r(N, T) and r(T, N) are injective.

Proof. If a(T) = {Xi)Y=i, then EN({X¡)) = 0 for each / since N has no

eigenvalues in a(T); thus EN(a(T)) = 0, and the result follows from Theorem

4.14.
Remark. Since o„(r(N, T)) = a„(N) - as(T) and since a(N) = o„(N) for

each normal operator N, we may use Theorem 4.14 to give examples of the

case when r(N, T) is injective but not bounded below. For example, let T be

an operator whose spectrum is the closed unit disk and let N be a diagonal-

izable normal operator diag({\,}) such that |XJ > 1 for each n and such that

a(N) contains the unit circle (or any nonempty subset of the circle). Thus

a(N) n {X: |A|= 1} c a(N) n bdry(0(r)) c an(N) n oä(7-)

and so r(N, T) is not bounded below. Moreover, since % is spanned by

eigenvectors for iV corresponding to eigenvalues of modulus greater than one,

the spectral subspace for N corresponding to the unit circle is the zero

subspace, so Theorem 4.14 implies that t(JV, T) is injective. An essentially

different example of the case when r(T, S) is injective but not bounded

below can be obtained using Lemma 4.4. For example r(T, 5) will have this

property if T and 5 satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 and o(7^ = a(S) =

{X: |A| < 1} (cf. the remark after Lemma 4.4).
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5. Added in proof. Since this paper was completed we have learned of

several recent, related papers and results, listed below.
(i) A. Brown and C. Pearcy [27] have independently proved analogues of

Lemmas 3.17-3.18 and Theorem 3.20 for arbitrary norm ideals; thus 0„(t) c

ow(tj), os(r) c 0s(tj), and o(t) = o(r£ for each norm ideal f.

(ii) In a forthcoming paper [28] we answer affirmatively questions (i)-(iii)

(following Theorem 3.20) as follows: 0„(t) = o„(rfi and 06(t) = os(rfi for

each norm ideal f. Additionally, r is surjective if and only if the range of t

contains each rank one operator.
(iii) J. G. Stampfli has independently proved a result concerning the

injectivity of r when A or 5 is decomposable [29, Appendix]. Our Theorem

4.14 for spectral operators follows from Stampfli's result. [29] also contains a

separate proof for the case when A or 5 is normal [29, Lemma 5] using a

method different from ours.
(iv) The operators 5 and T in the example following Lemma 4.10 were

shown to the author by D. A. Herrero (private communication) in connection

with a different topic.
(v) Let A, B, and C be in t(%) and let T be the operator on % © X with

operator matrix (q %). Two consequences of Rosenblum's Theorem are that if

a (A) n a(B) = 0, then T is similar to A © 5 and the commutant of A © 5

splits [30, Corollaries 0.14-0.15, pp. 8-9]. P. Rosenthal (private

communication) has pointed out that Theorem 3.8 yields the following

analogues of these results: If 0reO4) n o,e(B) = 0, then T is similar to a

compact perturbation of A © 5; if, additionally, 0feO4) n ore(B) = 0, then

each operator commuting with A © 5 is a compact perturbation of an

operator of the form A' © y The interested reader may formulate analogues

of these results for n X n operator matrices. P. Rosenthal also independently

showed that the one-sided version of Question 3.10 has a negative answer (cf.

Example 3.11).
(vi) Various types of splitting theorems for A © 5 may be found in the

recent papers [31] and [32].
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